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NEW QUESTION: 1
View the Exhibit and examine the structure of the PRODUCTS
table. Which two tasks require subqueries?
A. Display products whose prod_min_PRICE is more than the
average PROD_LIST_PRlCE of all products, and whose status is
orderable.
B. Display suppliers whose PR0D_LIST_PRICE is less than 1000.
C. Display the total number of products supplied by supplier
102 which have a product status of obsolete.
D. Display the minimum prod_list_price for each product status.
E. Display the number of products whose PROD_LIST_PRlCE is more
than the average prod_list_price.
Answer: A,E
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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two appliances support logical routed interfaces? (Choose
two.)
A. FP-4100-series
B. FirePOWER services for ASA-5500-X
C. FP-7000-series
D. FP-8000-series
E. FP-9300-series
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
In order to configure the MAP authorization using an external
AAA server for the indoor MAP 1260 with the Ethernet MAC
address 00:1d:a1:fe:e5:44 and base radio MAC address
00:1f:9d:2a:3f:10, which two user accounts are to be created on
the RADIUS server? (Choose two.)
A. ap3g1-001f9d2a3f10
B. 001da1fee544
C. ap3g1-001da1fee544
D. c1260-001f9d2a3f10
E. c1260-001da1fee544
F. 00:1f:9d:2a:3f:10
Answer: B,C
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